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State of the Union

By: Jimmy Vinciguerra
The 2018 State of the Union Address explained many achievements and controversies evident in America today.
President Trump addressed what he has done over the past year with heartwarming stories of Americans changing
lives for the better. One such story was about Coast Guard Petty Officer Ashlee Leppert who arrived in Texas during
Hurricane Harvey and saved 40 lives. Mr. Trump also brought up the issue of tax reform which is now saving people
and companies thousands of dollars each year. “A typical family of four making $75,000 will see their tax bill reduced
by $2,000 -- slashing their tax bill in half,” President Trump said. The tax reform has enabled companies to hire
more workers. Over 2 million job opportunities have opened as a result. This has lowered unemployment rates to the
lowest in 45 years. President Trump went on to explain the country’s energy status and infrastructure plan, but one
of the most prominent issues mentioned in his address was immigration reform. He explained his four-part plan to
end illegal immigrants from entering the country. This includes ending chain migration and, yes, building the wall.
President Trump has shed a new light on the country’s status. As he said in his address, “As
long as we are proud of who we are, and what we are fighting for, there is nothing we cannot achieve.”
Source: http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2018/01/30/full-text-trumps-state-union-address.html

Is Facebook Tracking Your Cell Phone?
By:Mary Grlic

Millions of people use Facebook every day to catch up with their friends, family, colleagues, etc. However, little
do many users know that the popular application may be gathering data from their cell phones and using it to influence
Americans’ views on presidential candidates. A Facebook application has collected personal information from over 87
million cell phone users and shared it with a company by the name of Cambridge Analytica. The software company
illicitly received data from about 87 million Facebook users through the Global Science Research Company (GSR).
The CEO of Facebook, Matt Zuckerberg, reveals that this was a violation of the service’s terms and conditions. As
Facebook records virtually every phone call and text message sent out by their users, Cambridge Analytica had easy
access to view confidential data of the public, including their last text message they sent or the most recent phone
call they received. Cambridge Analytica utilized this personal data to “build software that could target potential swing
voters in political campaigns, including US President Donald Trump's 2016 election bid” (https://www.aljazeera.com/
news/2018/03/cambridge-analytica-facebook-scandal180327172353 667.html) by sharing political ads to the public.
With their personal information being used by hundreds of people behind the company, the public is threatened by
this outrageous breach of peace. Users continue to ridicule Facebook for not securing their information well enough,
along with storing such personal information in the first place. Infuriated social media users have created a movement
by the name of #DeleteFacebook in an effort to get rid of the application all together. Facebook is losing billions
of revenue in stock. While Cambridge Analytica is partially to blame, they are denying their misconduct, claiming
that they had deleted the data prior to this scandal. Investigations in both Europe and America are going on in an
effort to find the official culprit of the offense and to discontinue any further action with the confidential information.
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Music Box Players

The Music Box Players, under the direction of Mrs. Kristen Aguilo and the vocal direction of Mrs. Nancy Menges,
invited Garden City to join the Lost Boys and feel like they never grew up when its students performed Peter Pan
JR. on March 2nd and 3rd. Based on J.M. Barrie's enchanting play, Peter Pan, or The Boy Who Wouldn’t Grow Up/
Peter Pan JR. is a modern version of the timeless tale about the adventures of a mischievous boy.
Director & Producer – Mrs. Kristen Aguilo
Vocal Director – Mrs. Nancy Menges
Technical Director – Mr. John Paul Camilleri
Choreographer – Ms. Amanda Conte
Backstage Supervisor and Lighting Director – Ms. Kimberly Greenwald
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News
Florida Shooting Causes Changes in Store and Company
Policies

Are “Unhealthy” Foods Really Unhealthy?
By: Caroline McShane

By Jack Stankey
Dick’s Sporting Goods stopped selling assault style rifles
after the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting back in 2012.
They didn’t want to worry about the possibility of selling a gun
that was used in a mass shooting. Even though they stopped selling
guns in the main brand stores, their affiliate store, Field & Stream,
continued to sell them. However, after the shooting in Parkland,
Florida, that store will also stop selling assault style rifles as well.
On another note, Delta Airlines stopped giving discounts to
members of the NRA after the Parkland shooting as well as the Enterprise
car rental company. Along with Delta, United Airlines will stop giving
discounts to NRA members traveling to their annual meeting. The
First National Bank of Omaha will not renew its contract to offer and
NRA-branded Visa card. Finally, Walmart will raise its age to buy guns
from 18 to 21 following the attack. Hopefully, these companies reacting
to the shooting will lead to a bigger reaction from the government.

Locavores Way of Eating

Many foods that our society name as “unhealthy” actually can be
good for your health, and just like anything else, if eaten in moderation.
To start off potatoes are actually one of the most nutritious foods you
can eat. They have plenty of potassium, vitamin C, calcium, and more.
Surprisingly, bacon is added to the list. Bacon could be very healthy as
long as you have it as a side or topping. Bacon is actually nutritious and
has 37 grams of high quality animal proteins. Popcorn is yet another food
assumed unhealthy but is healthy. Popcorn is completely whole grain. To
make your popcorn healthier, instead of adding more butter, you should
add a bit of salt if you want some flavor. Furthermore, even though frozen
yogurt is a delicious dessert and usually considered unhealthy, there are
health benefits to having frozen yogurt (if it is not loaded with sugar).
Frozen yogurt is a low fat replacement for ice cream. Yogurt contains
calcium, potassium, and magnesium, which all help benefit your cells,
bones, and teeth. Lastly, frozen yogurt has the advantages of probiotics.
The bacteria in frozen yogurt can help out your digestive system and reduce
allergic reactions. Overall, these foods are considered “unhealthy”, but if
you prepare them the right way, you could turn them into healthy foods!

By: Mellie Deukmedjian

We see junk food everywhere now. It is in every supermarket, in
most of our houses and in almost every school. Lots of people are trying
to eat more locally. They have the name Locavores. This started in 1933
when the United States passed the Agricultural Adjustment Act. This was
created to help farmers during the Great Depression. Farmers were given
financial help for the government to help their crop selling stay in business.
Once the economy got better, cheaper meats were made and
then came fast food. Much more equipment was made to farm crops
quicker and more efficient. Then more people were wanting to have
seasonal foods all year round, so more farms were depending on
pesticides and chemicals to help preserve the foods longer. Fossil fuels
are being used for lots of farm equipment and vehicles. Soon farms were
making smaller farms go out if business because the larger farms could
produce
food
much
faster
and
for
less
money.
Many people started to see the negative parts of the food production
system. Most people were concerned for their health because of the added
chemicals in their foods. People were also worried about pollution from
the amount of fossil fuels being used. People then made a movement to
try to get more people to buy more local and healthier foods. Some people
made small farms and others were eating from their own garden. Locavores
started using a food shed. A food shed is when the food is directly sold
from the farm to a customer. Local food is also being brought to children.
There are many programs teaching children how to eat healthier and start
growing their own gardens. All these people and movements are trying
to help people eat healthier and get out of eating all the processed food.

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=KQTqWvCcIo

Irukandji Jellyfish; Small But Deadly

					By:Alexa Andron

The Irukandji jellyfish is one of the most dangerous creatures
on earth. You will never see this deadly creature floating in the water
due to its miniscule size, 2.5 centimeters in diameter, not to mention
their transparent appearance which makes it nearly impossible to spot.
They inhabit the waters of northern Queensland, Australia, but they
have started to migrate to the Gold Coast and even greater distances.
Additionally, the jellyfish get their name from an Aboriginal tribe
that used to live in Palm Cove, a part of Queensland. The symptoms
caused by their venom are known as Irukandji Syndrome and include
headache, sweating, vomiting, anxiety, and an overwhelming feeling
of impending doom. Patients have been known to beg their doctors to
kill them just so they can “get it over with.” The stings are treatable
if diagnosed early, but it is important to still be careful in the water.

A New Cancer Vaccine kills 97% of Tumors in Mice

https://www.google.com/search?q=oscar&safe=strict&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEw

Most Valuable Statue?
By: Chase Palmer

How much is an Oscar? No one really knows how much an
Oscar statue is worth because you are not really allowed to sell an Oscar
award because the winners don’t really own it. The awards are on loan
from the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences,but if you don’t
want it, you can sell it back to the Academy for $1. If you did sell it, the
company would defend their property and fight back against you. If you
happen to find an Oscar minted before 1950, you can sell it because the
no sell rule changed in 1950, so if it is before the no sell rule, you can sell
it. Michael Jackson bought the one for the movie Gone With The Wind
for $1.54 million dollars. The true value for an Oscar is undertermined,
but there have been some older ones that have sold for a lot of money..

				
By: Julia DeSimpliciis
A new vaccine has killed 97% of all tumors in mice and the same
vaccine will soon be tested in humans for the first time. Researchers
from Stanford University will test the vaccine in 35 patients with
lymphoma by the end of the year. Additionally, The vaccine will
stimulate the body's immune system so it can attack the cancer cells.
Researchers also said that the vaccine killed numerous cancers such as
breast cancer, lymphoma, and colon cancer in 87 out of 90 mice. The
regional director of breast surgery at Northwell Health cancer Institute
in Westchester, New York, Dr, Alice Police said that she is excited
about the human trial, but is nervous that results of animal studies don't
always affect people the same way. Although this treatment is called a
vaccine, according to the American Society of Clinical Oncology, a“
cancer Vaccine” can refer to a treatment that kills cancer and makes sure
it does not come back. Furthermore, it is more like a treatment called
immunotherapy. The treatment works by activating T- cells and immune
cells which remains inside the tumor. The vaccine would be injected
directly into the tumor which would work to reactivate the T- cells.
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https://www.insidescience.org/news/every-black-hole-contains-new-universe

Dark Hole Appears in the Sun’s Atmosphere?
By Emma Rathgeber

A large, dark “hole” has opened in the sun’s
atmosphere. This is allowing solar winds to fly out into outer
space. NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory took a picture
of this on November 8th. These big holes, also known as
coronas, can appear due to the sun’s dynamic magnetic field.
A corona is a spot that is cooler and less dense than the plasma
around it. The sun’s corona appears darker because it is surrounded by
extreme ultraviolet. A star’s magnetic field can also cause *sunspots
and **solar flares. The opening of the magnetic field lets particles to
be released faster than normal solar winds. These streams can cause
disruptions in Earth’s magnetosphere, which can jeopardize satellites
and power grids. The sun’s auroras, also known as the northern and
southern lights, can be supercharged by these high-energy particles.
Although the sun is over 90 million miles away from us,
solar winds from this corona can still affect Earth. ***Geomagnetic
storms can form on our planet. The potential impact on our
magnetosphere depends on the size of the corona. The larger the hole,
the more potential impact these solar winds will have on our planet.
In 2019, as the sun approaches its 11-year cycle, these corona
holes will become more likely. Also, longer-lasting holes will
become more probable and will be able to last for multiple
of the sun’s rotations, which, on average, take 27 days. This
corona hole will close up again when that part of the sun’s
magnetic field decides to go back to where it’s supposed to be.
*Sunspot: a spot or patch appearing from time to time on the
sun’s surface, appearing by contrast with its surroundings.
**Solar Flares: a brief eruption of intense high-energy radiation
from the sun’s surface, associated with sunspots and causing
electromagnetic disturbances on the earth, as with radio
frequency communications and power line transmissions.
***Geomagnetic storms: a temporary disturbance of the Earth’s
magnetosphere caused by a solar wind shock wave and/or cloud
of magnetic field that interacts with the Earth’s magnetic field.

Global Warming?
By Tara Murphy

Is global warming a worldwide hoax? A recent study shows
that the earth hasn’t warmed in nineteen years. But, on the
other hand, all but one of the sixteen hottest days on record
have occurred after the year 2000. Which side is right?
“The computers were wrong. There is still hope for planet Earth”
conclude the world’s leading geoscientists after conducting a
study concerning global warming. The result of the study was that
global warming is occurring much more slowly than the computers
predicted a decade ago. In addition, John Coleman, co-founder of
The Weather Channel stated “(global warming is the) greatest scam
in history. The polar ice is increasing, not melting away. Polar bears
are increasing in number.” Wait, is global freezing now a problem?
On the other hand, scientists conclude “Every one of the past 40 years
has been warmer than the 20th century average. 2016 was the hottest
year on record.” Scientists also say that fossil fuels such as coal, oil,
and natural gas trap heat and warm up the earth. The more fossil fuels
released in the air, the warmer the earth becomes. Since fossil fuels
are the world’s main source of energy, is there hope for Planet Earth?
So, which opinion do you agree with? Do you think something has to
be done to save Planet Earth? Or, is global warming just a huge hoax?

U.S president Donald J. Trump and North Korean leader, Kin Jong
Un, have spoken out against each other many times with large threats against
each other’s countries many times. Kin Jong Un has launched many practice
nuclear missles. President Trump has been trying to shut down North Korea’s
nuclear program. A few months back, seven battleships were launched onto
the Pacific Ocean as a message that the nuking won’t resolve any issues and
the testing of these missles should stop. In a recent historical summit, North
Korea and South Korea met to talk about ending nuclear missle testing and
possible nuclear free Korean Peninsula which would make everyone feel better.

https://www.google.com/search?q=georgia+dome+implosion&safe=strict&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X
&ved=0ahUKEwirg4G7kefaAhXRrFkKHe4MDVcQ_AUIDCgD

Trivia Time
Which one of these arenas has imploded on itself?
A)
Houston Dome
B)
Georgia Dome
C)
Super Dome
The Correct Answer is
B) Georgia Dome
Last week on Monday, due to an explosives error, the Georgia
Dome has met it’s end after 25 years of service. But little would you know
there were many different camera angles, one even being inside. But the
most hilarious one was the Weather Channel’s view. Why, because it
was blocked by a bus. At the worst possible place and time. CNN and
NBC made short segments about this and now it is time for us. We did
it, we laughed, and we reported. This was a short article but not a short
bus. Get bussed Weather Channel. All right, enough with the corny jokes.
Speaking of, the Super Dome (choice C) had a similar explosives error and
was completely fine for a few days unlike Georgia dome, which imploded
immediately. I say it was because the Silver Dome was made of a stronger
material while Georgia made their dome out of various other materials.

https://www.google.com/search?q=ar+headsets&safe=strict&source=ln

The Good Stuff

I know I did a technology good stuff last edition but we found a new
article on something technology related. Most of you know about
VR headsets, but coming later this year is the AR headset. Yes, it is
revealed that AR headsets are no longer a fantasy, but will be putting
you in a fantasy. So get your Pokemon Go (do people still play that
game?) ready for the head because away we go for the Spring Break.
That’s
all
for
this
edition
of
Good
Stuffs!
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A Walking, Crawling, Jumping and Swimming Robot
By: Melissa Ng

In Germany, researchers have been developing a robot
that is about seven inches long and looks like a tiny little strip
of something rubbery. It can do many things such as crawling,
swimming, jumping and walking. It can even climb out of a pool
moving from a wet environment to a dry one. It was created for
medical purposes. The prototype is small enough to move in a
stomach or urinary system. The robot hasn’t been tested yet but the
goal is to improve it for delivering drugs to a target within the body.
The goal for the future is to place the robot in the urinary or digestive
system for it to be able to navigate across all the complex tissues,
surfaces which are fully filled with fluids or semi-filled or no fluids.
The smallest medical devices we have are catheters, which are a
millimeter in diameter, and they are always tethered. In making the
tiny robots, the main goal is to really access hard-to-reach areas
with minimal invasion. Since the robots are small enough to go in
the urinary or digestive system, soon there would be a possibility
to make even smaller robots that can reach almost everywhere in
the body. Some people also worried what would happen if the robot
gets lost in the body. Although the prototype is not fully degradable,
the makers are hoping to soon come up with a new robot that
would be fully degradable in the body without any side effects.

eSight: The Best Invention of 2017
By Catherine Hayes

According to the World Health Organization, there are
approximately 253 million people in the world who are blind. A
new invention that came out in the year of 2017 is eSight. These
goggles or eye wear are able to give sight to the blind. This was
science fiction that has now become reality. The most important
and one of the major reasons why people buy these is because it
requires no surgery. The original cost of eSight was $15,000. eSight
3 now costs $9,995. Even though surgery may be cheaper, it does
have many side effects that could lead to diseases or even death.
Many people are curious if this actually works, and you can see
for yourself on YouTube seeing people try it out. eSight can’t give
sight to 15% of the blind population but is doing everything they
can to lower that percent. eSight allows people to do an endless
amount of things including reading, watching TV, cooking, walking,
going to college, playing sports etc. You can find eSight available
in 42 countries including Bolivia, Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France
and so on. Hopefully, more people hear about this invention
and soon eSight will become part of the daily lives of the blind.

Mike Pompeo Says He’ll push back Russian
Aggression
By: Brian Kern

President Donald Trump’s pick for Secretary of State, Mike
Pompeo, said that he would “push back” against aggressive moves
made by Russia. “If I am confirmed as Secretary of State, I can assure
you this administration will continue as it has for the past 15 months to
take real actions, to push back, and to reset the deterrence relationship
with respect to Russia” Pompeo said. At Pompeo’s Senate meeting
he said that his #1 priority in the administration is to represent the
president of the United States. We will have to wait to find out and
see if he stays true to his words of helping our Russia situation.

Vending Out Hope
By:Chase Palmer

In The U.K. near the Sussex Street subway station, there is
a vending machine that distributes necessities to the homeless. The
machine has food,clothing,water and many other necessities. This idea
was created by Huzaifah Khaled who was inspired when he passed
homeless people and started talking with them and getting to know
their needs and what would really help them. Here's how it works.A
homeless person will go to The Friary, which is a day center for the
homeless, and get an electric card. To make sure everyone gets an
even amount, they are only allowed take three items per day. To keep
receiving these items, they need to re-validate their card.It gets restocked
by volunteers who donate food and items.This machine can help the
homeless get the necessities that they need for everyday life and more.

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=agbqWt3p

Dear Evan Hansen: A Review
Mary Grlic

You have probably heard of the new musical Dear Evan
Hansen, which has hit home for the rising Broadway actors and
composers. After long anticipation, I have finally gotten the
experience to see this unique, entertaining musical, and I can
easily say that it blew away my expectations! I was fortunate
enough to see the majority of the original Broadway cast, without
understudies and alternates. However, actor Taylor Trensch made
his Dear Evan Hansen debut the leading role of Evan Hansen on
the night that I saw the musical. In my opinion, Trensch nailed the
complex role in his debut! He was able to capture the character
and portray each side to him in a way that I was not expecting.
Trensch and his co-stars created an amazing ensemble. Although
the cast was relatively small with just eight actors, the artists were
able to sing with power that captivated my attention immensely.
My personal favorite performance was “You Will Be Found,”
sung by the entire cast before the intermission. The storyline
of the musical was very captivating as well. It dealt with many
serious issues occurring in modern society that were brought
out it an emotional and unique way. Overall, I found Dear Evan
Hansen to be a very moving and entertaining musical. I thought
that the acting, singing, and staging of the show, was amazing,
and I can admit that it blew me away! I genuinely recommend
it to anyone who is interested in seeing Dear Evan Hansen.

Florida Bridge Collapses Killing
By: Caroline McShane

On March 15, in the city of Sweetwater, Florida, a foot
bridge collapsed. The collapse resulted in the deaths of six people.
Police looked for hours for more victims buried underneath
the mess. A total of ten victims were taken to the hospital, two
were in critical condition hospitals announced on Thursday. This
bridge was built to keep students from F.I.U safe. It was meant
to help the students cross the busy road on their way to F.I.U
in Miami, Florida. The bridge was officially installed over the
weekend before the catastrophe The collapse happened as loose
tension cables were being tightened by the workers, as Marco
Rubio states. Out of the six victims that died, one of the six was
actually an F.I.U student. There were fifteen members of the rescue
team trying their hardest to save and look for as many victims as
possible. The team predicts that the investigation will take between
7 and 10 days to complete. Students say that they are thankful
that this calamity happened during their spring break, or it could
have killed many more students because it happened at 1:30 P.M.
Overall, this was a very unexpected incident in Miami, Florida.

		

Zebras

By: Costas Zografos

Zebras are special animals. Though they all live in Africa,
each species of zebra has its own home area. Plain zebras live in the
treeless grasslands and woodlands of eastern and southern Africa.
Zebra Stripes
The reason I have heard is basically to confuse predators
when charging into a herd of zebras. It is harder for the predator
to focus on just one animal, increasing the zebras' chances of
getting away. They are used as camouflage. Color blind animals
confuse the stripes with tall grass in the savannah. Zebras
are black or dark skinned animals with large white stripes.
Need for Speed
Zebras run fast so they can run away from predators so they won’t
become a meal for a leopard. Though zebras are one of the fastest
animals, cheetahs are faster. Zebras make up for their speed in
stamina. They can run for long enough to tire out their opponents.
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https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=KF7nWu
DGI_Hn5gLUta-wBA&q=naked+mole+rats&oq=naked+mole+rats&g

Naked Mole Rats
Athena Karavousanos

Naked mole rats are very strange but are also very cool.
They are rodents that live in colonies of several dozen rats led by
a dominant rat who is the queen. The queen is the only female
who can breed and bear young. Workers dig the burrows that the
whole clan lives in and they also gather the roots and bulbs for
the colony to eat. Other rats tend to the queen. Naked mole rats
are naked looking and have a hairless, tubular, wrinkled body.
Naked mole rats also rarely get cancer, are resistant to some types of
pain and can survive up to 18 minutes without oxygen. But now one
paper suggests that they don’t age or at least the way that almost every
other creature on earth does. As they get older, there is no increase
of death. They live up to thirty years in captivity and seventeen in the
wild. They tend to die from infections or from predators. It remains
to be seen how this can help humans for treatments for age-related
diseases such as Alzheimer's and on reversing the age process.

Earworms?

By: Mellie Deukmedjian

We all know what it feels like to have a song stuck in our head but
do you know the science behind it? Having a song in your head is called an
earworm. Studies show that earworms happen frequently and scientists
are still trying to find out why. The scientist Elizabeth Margulis says that
earworms are little parts of a song, most likely the chorus that replays in your
head. Earworms are not rare. Studies show that about 91 percent of people
experience an earworm at least once a week, and 25 percent get it once a day.
Earworms are still a mystery and one reason is because they just come
out if nowhere. Trying to track them in something like a lab is almost impossible.
The information that is found is from surveys or diary studies, where a participant
takes notes about their own experience. That can also be unreliable in many ways
including how long it lasts and what happened when they first got it. Some think
that earworms are related to how the brain’s motor cortex is affected by music.
Studies show that earworms usually have long notes and mostly the
same pitch. Earworms mostly happen with songs that are simple. Although
lots of people get earworms, people with obsessive compulsion are more
likely to get it and for longer durations. Earworms are also affected by mood.
People most likely will get an earworm when they are feeling tired or stressed.
30 percent of people find getting songs stuck in their head annoying, so the
best way to get rid of it is doing something with writing or language. One thing that
works really well are crossword puzzles. Another thing is to actually keep listening
to the song over again, so the earworm can be “completed”. This is only a little part
of the earworms, there is so much more we can learn about music and the brain.

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=5FznWqK4HumP5wK5h6G
4Cg&q=2018+flu+season&oq=2018+fl

Worst Flu Season Ever?
By: Natalie Greiner

Unfortunately, flu season has come and gone, and didn't show any mercy.
On February 6, there were a recorded 53 deaths from the flu, and it shows no sign
of easing up as at least four more deaths have been reported in the past few days,
including three children. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta said 14,676
people have been hospitalized with influenza since the flu season began in October,
double the number from all of last year and the highest ever recorded. In addition to
these high numbers, Dr. Mary Bassett, the New York City health commissioner, said
6.5 percent of all patients seen at hospitals in the city in the past few days were for
flu-related symptoms. The flu season usually lasts from mid-winter to early spring
so, in order to stay protected from the flu this season, be sure to wash your hands!
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Vampire Diaries
Erin McEvoy

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=
YWDnWrCBAevs5gLd4bzwBg&q=wonder+woman+2&oq=wonder+woman

			
		

Wonder Woman 2
By:Niko Karavousanos

On November 1, 2019 Warner Bros. is releasing Wonder
Woman 2 in theaters everywhere. The movie is going to be
released 6 weeks earlier than it was supposed to. According
to CNN News “There was much excitement at this year’s San
Diego Comic-Con international when it was announced that
the sequel to this year’s blockbuster superhero movie would be
coming out in mid December 2019.” Now the movie is coming
out November 1, 2019. Since the film is coming out earlier
it won’t be in competition with the new Star Wars coming
out, Episode IX which will be released in December 2019.

On March 10, 2017 the long time show Vampire Diaries
came to an end. The show first premiered on September 10, 2009,
and followed the life of Elena Gilbert. Audiences are introduced to
Elena's friends and what is left of her family. Caroline, Bonnie, and
Matt are her closest friends. Jeremy is Elena's younger brother, and
they both live with their aunt Jenna due to their parent’s death over the
summer. In the show, Elena meets many new and interesting people
including Stefan and Damon Salvatore, who happen to be vampires,
and are both madly in love with her. This love triangle brings in some
very tense moments in the show but in the end everyone ends up
with their soulmate. I started watching the show in January of 2018,
and I have been nonstop watching it since I started it. The only good
thing that came out of this show's ending, is that all seasons are on
Netflix, so anyone can binge watch it. In the show, Elena and her
friends are introduced to many obstacles including Katherine, Elena's
doppelganger, Klaus, the oldest vampire ever, and many more. My
friend got me hooked on this show and I hope to do the same to
you. This show is fabulous and I would recommend it to everyone.

Aliens, My Opinion
By:Athena Karavousanos

Humans are always trying to make contact with aliens.
Is this a good idea or not. Aliens could be anything. What if
they are DNA or something microscopic? Then, that would not
be such a great discovery. In movies, aliens are mysterious,
strange and creepy looking creatures, but we do not know what
they really look like, so they are depicted in many different
ways. In some movies, you may see them like monsters or
ET or even human sized creatures with green, blue or another
color leathery skin, big beady eyes, and an oversized head.
People sometimes think that aliens are intelligent life.
They think that aliens may have civilizations and have
technology. Some people say that aliens could be ten times
more intelligent than humans, but if they were, then how
come they did not come to earth yet? Who knows?. In some
movies, aliens are on earth and are living among humans. If
they are, maybe they are all the bad people on earth? Once
again who knows? Some day maybe we will learn if there
really are aliens on our planet or some other planet or galaxy.

https://www.google.com/search?q=the+greatest+showman&safe=strict&source=
lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiahOTuyOfaAhWBzVkKHW2wA3cQ_

The Greatest Showman
Erin McEvoy

On January 6, my mom and I decided to go to the movies
together. We both really wanted to see the new movie that had come out
starring Hugh Jackman and Zac Efron, The Greatest Showman. This
movie is about the story of P.T. Barnum and how he created the circus.
This movie is filled with wonderful songs that have been stuck in my
head since Saturday. The song “This is Me” was nominated for best
original song at the Golden Globes and it won. The Greatest Showman
is an inspirational story and brings a smile to all faces. I can't tell you
what happens in the entire movie because you have to experience it for
yourself. I would recommend this movie to everyone, it is truly amazing.

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&e
https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&

Getting A Dog Can Help You Live Longer

			By Alexa Andron

Many people would buy a dog for the purpose of
having a cute companion, but did you know that owning a
dog can actually increase your lifespan? According to a study
done by CNN, owning a dog can actually decrease your risk
of death by up to 36% for people who live alone. Aside from
the decreased risk of death, having a dog promotes physical
activity since you have to walk and keep up with your dog in
any type of weather. Dogs can also increase your confidence
and self esteem since they always want your attention and are
always happy to see and greet you when you walk in the door.
Another way having a dog can potentially save your life is by
using its keen senses to sniff out cancer in its owner. So if you
are thinking about getting a new pet, consider getting a dog.

Smart and Stylish
By: Julia DeSimpliciis

A 21st century jean jacket, created by Levi’s and Google,
is planned to be released later this year during the fall. This project
was first announced in June 2015 and unveiled in May 2016. The
“smart” jacket is supposed to connect to your smartphone using
Bluetooth technology and will cost $350. The Bluetooth device
is built in as one of the cuffs for the jacket so nobody can tell the
difference between a normal one. Compared to the ordinary Levi’s
jean jacket, the smart jacket is almost exactly the same. You can even
wash it, as long as you remove the Bluetooth cuff. The jacket’s wrists
will act as a control panel. Furthermore, the jacket has conductive
threads that replace some of the original threads and therefore will
be able to recognize simple touch movements. This innovative
jacket can answer your phone calls, control your music, and get
directions. Additionally, the jacket's battery will last up to two days.
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GCMS CrossFit Intramurals:
All grades invited to join.
Working Together, Getting Stronger,
Having Fun!!!
Monday and Wednesday Mornings
starting at 7:30 a. m. in the Fitness Center
with Mr. Tullo

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&biw=1280&bih=844&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=ClznWo
K7OIi45gLo9o2oBw&q=islanders+win+bid+for+belmont&oq

https://www.google.com/search?q=ny+mets&safe=strict&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjUnJD
6qOLaAhWps1

2018 Mets preview
By Jack Stankey

As the 2018 baseball seasons comes barreling in, many NY Mets
and Yankees fans are looking ahead for their teams seasons. The Mets come
off a horrible season last year, coming in 4th in the NL East with a record
of 70-92. Their season was derailed by injuries, as most of their star players
landed themselves on the disabled list for most of the season. But this year
is different. With 2 of the top 10 starting pitchers in baseball on their rotation
in Syndergaard and DeGrom, the Mets are aiming high for the upcoming
season. They fired their past manager, Terry Collins, and hired former
Indians’ pitching coach, Mickey Callaway, for the job. They recently signed
Todd Frazier, a former all star and home run derby champion, to fill their
gaping position that David Wright left them with at third base. Cespedes and
Conforto are looking to have two amazing seasons, leading the outfield in
batting and fielding. But what the team is going to need in order to succeed,
the pitching has to be great. They recently signed Jason Vargas to a contract,
as well as having Syndergaard, DeGrom, Wheeler, and Matz. If these guys
can perform as well as they are expected to, they can maybe lead the Mets
to another World Series appearance. Watch the Mets take on the Cardinals
on March 29th, as the Mets start their treck to win their 3rd World Series.

Islanders win bid at Belmont Park!
By: Aidan Gorelick

The New York Islanders are finally coming home. They won the bid
to build a new arena right behind the Belmont grandstand. It will be at
least 400,000 square ft of retail space. They had some competition from
the NYC football club who wanted the space as well. The problem with
the Barclays Center is the arrangement of the seating. The center ice
jumbotron is off set. In the loge box seats, you are looking at a net and
who wants that when they go to a hockey game. The best seats are in the
skybox but it is high up so all the players look like ants! The Islanders are
coming home even though Brooklyn is technically part of Long Island!

https://www.google.com/search?q=mark+mcmorris+burton+us+open+2018&safe=strict&source=lnms&
tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi-4_igzOLaAhUMx1

https://www.google.
com/search?q=red+ge
rard+wins&safe=strict&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiT1qGTvOLaA

Red Gerard Wins Gold
By: Liam O’Brien

Red Gerard, a professional snowboarder, has won gold in the 2018
Winter Olympics held in PyeongChang, Korea. On February 11, Red made
history on the slopestyle terrain. Red competes in the Slopestyle event. Red
unfortunately crashed on his first two runs, luckily they only count your best
score. He had one last shot at being the youngest gold medalist snowboarder. He
absolutely amazed the crowd with an astonishing third run. He would become
the youngest gold medalist ever in snowboarding. Congratulations Red!

2018 Burton Wins U.S Open
By: Liam O’Brien

The 2018 Burton U.S Open was yet again such an amazing
competition, the competitors were even better since last year showing
off some mind blowing tricks. One amazing rider is Chloe Kim who
shreds the halfpipe. On March 8, she did not qualify in first place
which is very rare to see. However, on March 10, she would give us an
astonishing run that gave everyone goosebumps. The Slopestyle event
was also a suspenseful event. Everyone was putting down everything, it
was crazy to watch. Unfortunately the United States didn't get the gold,
however Pro Canadian Snowboarder Mark McMorris defends the gold in
Slopestyle. Congratulations to Mark and everyone else who competed.

